
IX PhD students Symposium 2017 in Kazimierz Dolny 

“Sapientia ducet ad astra” 
 

We sincerely hope that these PhD Symposiums bring You positive experience and help to 
improve the presentation skills, deal with performing anxiety, surpass the English language barrier 
and learn about fascinating investigations performed in our Institute by fellow friends. Moreover, 
meet new friends and spend good time)  

Let’s bring this year Symposium to a higher level and enjoy every second of it together.  
 

*TRANSPORT* 

Please, check whether you’re in a list for the bus transportation if You need one. Bus departs on 

Monday 29.05 at 09:15 am from the Hotel IP PAS parking lot. We hope to see You near the hotel 

entrance at 09:05. Please, don’t be late! Return trip is planned on Wednesday 31.05 at 15.00 pm. In 

front of the hotel (Dom Dziennikarza w Kazimierzu Dolnym), where we’re staying for the whole 

conference, parking is FREE of charge. 

 

*DELEGATION DOCUMENT* 

For all the Ph.D students from the INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, PAS there’ve been already issued collective 

delegations. HOWEVER, employees should take care about delegations on their own. 

 
*SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE* 

Detailed plan for the Symposium You may find here. 

 
*PRESENTATIONS* 

II and III year Ph.D students are welcome to present their scientific achievements, results and ideas in 

English in a form of PowerPoint (preferable)/PDF presentation (17 min altogether with questions). In 

order to help and improve presenting skills, a speaker will be provided with a list of comments and 

attentions from Ph.D student of higher years (IV, V, VI) after the Symposium. 

 
*LECTURE HALL EQUIPMENT* 

You may count on laptop and projector availability already at the main hall. It is also possible to use 

Your own computer, however, Symposium laptop is much more preferable option unless you want to 

cut additional 5-10 minutes for configuration and troubleshooting from free time. PLEASE, CHECK 

YOUR PRESENTATION during the break or at least 1 session BEFORE your talk! 



 
 
In a case of last-minute unpredictable circumstances, please call Khrystyna Levchenko (+48 730 266 
153)  =) Don’t forget, that we’re ready to answer all your question and concerns via e-mail  
 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
PhD Students Representative Committee 
     - mgr Oleksandr Chumak, (13/B10), local telephone: 2862, 
       mail: chumak@ifpan.edu.pl. 
 
     - mgr Michał Grzybowski, (III-22/B3), local telephone: 3500, 
       mail: grzybowski@ifpan.edu.pl. 
 
     - mgr Khrystyna Levchenko, (II-8), local telephone: 3253, 
       mail: levchenko@ifpan.edu.pl 
 

https://webmail.ifpan.edu.pl/src/compose.php?send_to=chumak%40ifpan.edu.pl
https://webmail.ifpan.edu.pl/src/compose.php?send_to=grzybowski%40ifpan.edu.pl
https://webmail.ifpan.edu.pl/src/compose.php?send_to=levchenko%40ifpan.edu.pl

